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1. Introduction
De Sitter space is fundamental to our understanding of cosmology. This geometry is a solu-
tion to Einstein’s equations whose driving term is a cosmological constant; it represents the past
universe during an inflationary period and also represents the future of the current accelerating sce-
nario. However, quantum field theory on such a de Sitter background presents problems, primarily
in the choice of vacuum on which to build the theory [1, 2]. The least problematic vacuum and the
one used most often is the Euclidian or Bunch-Davies vacuum [3]; the propagator in this vacuum
is an analytic continuation of the correlator on a sphere and has no singularities besides the one at
coincident points. All other vacua, referred to as α-vacua [4], have an additional singularity in their
propagator and, as a result, have serious difficulties with analiticity of scattering amplitudes [5] or
with unitarity [6]. Nevertheless, Polyakov [7, 8] has argued that the criterion for which vacuum
to use should be based on the behavior of the propagator at large geodesic distances. With l the
geodesic distance, the propagator for a particle of mass m should vary as exp(−iml) rather than
a sum of exp(iml) and exp(−iml); the latter is the behavior in all vacua save the one advocated
in [7, 8]. In this vacuum, as well as all the other α vacua, the propagator has an additional “in-
frared" singularity at the antipodal point. Consequences of using such propagators for interacting
field theories are quite dramatic. In [8] it is shown that to order g2 the vacuum energy for a mas-
sive scalar field with a gφ 4 interaction develops an imaginary part proportional to the space-time
volume. This maybe interpreted as an explosive matter production canceling the the curvature of
the underlying space. By screening this curvature de Sitter symmetry is broken. This would have
severe consequences for the aforementioned use of de Sitter space in cosmology. This picture was
confirmed in the case of a two dimensional, (1+1), space [9] where by the use of a fermion-boson
correspondence certain interacting theories can be solved exactly. It was found that a massless
field with a sine-Gordon interaction corresponds to a free fermion one with a de Sitter time depen-
dent mass, explicitly breaking de Sitter symmetry. A subsequent study [10] of the conservation
of currents generating de Sitter symmetries showed that for interacting scalar field theories, due to
the aforementioned antipodal, infrared singularity, an anomaly develops and these currents are not
conserved.
In the next section, Sec. 2, we shall review parametrization of de Sitter space and its isometries.
The two dimensional, (1+1), soluble field theories are discussed in Sec. 3. This is a summary of
[9] The general non conservation of de Sitter currents for interacting scalar theories is discussed in
Sec. 4; technical details promised in [10] are presented here. Comments and conclusions are made
in Sec. 5
2. de Sitter Space
A D-dimensional de Sitter space, with coordinates τ,x1, · · · ,xd , with d =D−1, may be imbed-
ded in a flat (D+1) Minkowski space with coordinates Y0,Y1, · · · ,YD, satisfying the constraint
Y 20 −Y 21 −·· ·−Y 2D =−1; (2.1)
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the Hubble parameter is set to one. The parametrization we shall use is the flat slicing one [11]
with a metric ds2 = dt2− e2td~x ·d~x which with conformal time, τ =−e−t , takes the form
ds2 =
dτ2−d~x ·d~x
τ2
. (2.2)
The relation between the intrinsic de Sitter coordinates τ,~x and the embedding ones Y0,~Y ,YD (~Y
denotes a d dimensional vector) are
Y0 =
1
2
(
τ− 1
τ
−~x
2
τ
)
,
Yi = −xiτ (i = 1 · · ·d) , (2.3)
YD =
1
2
(
−τ− 1
τ
+
~x2
τ
)
.
There is a one-to-one correspondence between the imbedding coordinates Y , satisfying (2.1) and
the intrinsic de Sitter coordinates τ,~x. With Y corresponding to x = (τ,~x) we shall have use of
the antipode x¯ corresponding to the parity-time reversed Y , namely −Y . As mentioned in Sec. 1
some propagators have singularities when one point is coincident with the antipode of the other
point. We shall be interested in how the isometries of de Sitter space are implemented in the
metric of (2.2). In the embedding space these isometries are Lorentz transformations involving
Y0,~Y and YD and fall into four classes: (i) velocity transformations in the Yi directions, (ii) velocity
transformation in the YD direction, (iii) rotations in the Yi−Yj planes, and (iv) rotations in the Yi−YD
planes; the infinitesimal forms of these and the corresponding transformations for the conformal
τ,~x coordinates are:
δY0 = εYi; δYi = εY0 =⇒ δτ =−ετxi : δxi =−ε[xix j +δi j(τ2−1−~x ·~x)/2] , (2.4a)
δY0 = εYD; δYD = εY0 =⇒ δτ =−ετ; δXi =−εxi , (2.4b)
δYi = εYj; δYj =−εYi; =⇒ δxi = εx j; δx j =−εxi , (2.4c)
δYD = εYi; δYi =−εYD =⇒ δτ =−ετxi; δx j =−ε[xix j +δi j(τ2+1−~x ·~x)/2] ; . (2.4d)
For any interaction on the background de Sitter space there exists an energy-momentum ten-
sor, Θµν ; even though the explicit appearance of the coordinate τ spoils the conservation of
this tensor, it can be used to obtain the infinitesimal generators of these transformations, Sν =
δτΘ0ν −∑i δxiΘiν , or more specifically
S(a;i)ν = −τxiΘ0ν +∑
j
[xix j +δi j(τ2−1−~x ·~x)/2]Θ jν , (2.5a)
S(b)ν = −τθ0ν +∑
j
x jΘ jν , (2.5b)
S(c;i, j)ν = xiΘ jν − xiΘiν , (2.5c)
S(d;i)ν = −τxiΘ0ν +[xix j +δi j(τ2+1−~x ·~x)/2]Θ jν ; (2.5d)
all indices are raised and lowered by the flat space Minkowski metric ηµν .
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As mentioned Θµν is not conserved, however
τ∂αΘ0α =Θαα (2.6)
ensures the conservation of all the de Sitter currents (2.5a–2.5d), i.e. ηµν∂µS
(..)
ν = 0 As we shall
note, the field equations of motion insure (2.6); below, Sec. (4), we show that quantum corrections
violate this relation.
3. Two Dimensional Models
In this section we shall study this interacting fields in a (1+1) dimensional de Sitter back-
ground. In flat (1+1) Minkowski space there are several interacting theories that can be solved
exactly. Among these are: (i) the Thirring model [12], (ii) massless QED [13], and (iii) spin-0 with
a sine-Gordon interaction ∼ cos(2√piφ) . The reason these interacting field theories can be solved
is that there is a correspondence [14, 15, 16, 17] wherein spinor fields can be written in terms of
spin-0 ones and for the cases cited above the interacting theory is expressible as a free theory with
opposite statistics.
Such a correspondence between bosonic and fermionic formulations can be extended to a
background de Sitter space. The two interacting fermion models, (i) and (ii) above, go over to free
spin-0 theories preserving de Sitter symmetry. No instability of de Sitter space is indicated. The
case of bosons interacting by a sine-Gordon term, (iii) above, corresponds to a free, massive spin- 12
field theory albeit with a mass term that depends on the de Sitter time, thus explicitly breaking de
Sitter symmetry. A further analysis of this model shows that ln〈0|S|0〉 has an infinite real part.
indicating a vacuum instability.
3.1 Lagrangians in (1+1) de Sitter Space
In this two dimensional curved space with the metric (2.2) fields, propagators and Lagrangians
are conformally related to the corresponding expressions in flat Minkowski space [18]. For fields
these conformal transformations are
φM ↔ φdS spin 0;
ψM ↔ ψdS/τ spin 1/2; (3.1)
Aµ;M ↔ τ2Aµ;dS spin 1 .
The metric tensors implied by (2.2) are: g0,0 =−g1,1 = τ−2 ,g0,1 = 0 with √−g = τ−2; the corre-
sponding zweibeins, eµa , which we need for a discussion of the spinor dynamics are; e00 = τ ,e
1
1 =
τ ,e01 = e
1
0 = 0. The connection tensor Γµ = 0. The action for a free, neutral, massive scalar field,
φ , is
S0 =
1
2
∫
dτdx
√−g(gµν∂µφ∂νφ −m2bφ 2)= 12
∫
dτdx
(
∂0φ∂0φ −∂1φ∂1φ −m2b
φ 2
τ2
)
; (3.2)
the one for a free massive spinor ψ is
S 1
2
=
∫
dτdx
√−g
[
i
2
(
ψ¯eµ,aγa∂µψ− eµ,a∂µ ψ¯γaψ
)−m f ψ¯ψ]
=
∫
dτdx
[ i
2τ
(ψ¯γ0∂0ψ−∂0ψ¯γ0ψ− ψ¯γ1∂1ψ+∂1ψ¯γ1ψ)−m f ψ¯ψτ2
]
; (3.3)
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and the one for a massless vector field Aµ , in the gauge A1 = 0
S1 =
∫
dτdx
√−g−1
4
FµνFλσg
µλgνσ =−
∫
dτdx
τ2
2
(∂1A0)2 . (3.4)
The conformal transformation in (3.1) can be read of from the Lagrangian correspondences above.
From (3.3) we note that the momentum conjugate to ψ is
piψ =
δS 1
2
δ∂0ψ
=
i
τ
ψ† , (3.5)
implying the equal-τ anticommutation relation{
ψa(τ,x),ψ†b (τ,y)
}
= τδ (x− y)δab . (3.6)
3.2 Fermi-bose field correspondence
The expression for fermi fields in terms of bose ones in Ref. [17], eq.(3.9), valid for Minkowski
space together with (3.6) tells us what modification we need to make in order to obtain a similar
relation valid for de Sitter space.
ψ1(τ,x) =
(
Λτ
2piγ
)1/2
exp[−i√piΦ+(τ,x)]
(3.7)
ψ2(τ,x) =
(
Λτ
2piγ
)1/2
exp[−i√piΦ−(τ,x)] .
In the above Λ is an ultra violet cut-off, γ = 0.577 · · · is the Euler-Mascheroni constant and Φ±
depends on a free massless bose field φ(τ,y),
Φ± =
∫ x
−∞
dyey/R[∂τφ(τ,y)±∂yφ(τ,y) ; (3.8)
R is a spatial cutoff and the limit R→ ∞ will be taken at the end of all calculations. It is the factors
τ1/2 in front of the identities of (3.7) that distinguish this fermion-boson correspondence from the
one in flat Minkowski space.
3.2.1 Composite Operators
Using (3.7) we obtain directly the translation of fermion mass operators into the language of
bose fields
: ψ¯ψ : =
τΛ
piγ
cos
[
2
√
pi
∫ x
−∞
dyey/R∂y,φ(τ,y)
]
,
(3.9)
: ψ¯γ5ψ : = i
τΛ
piγ
sin
[
2
√
pi
∫ x
−∞
dyey/R∂yφ(τ,y)
]
.
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Bearing in mind the caveats expressed in Ref. [17], it is convenient for comparing boson and
fermion Lagrangians or actions to set R = ∞ and obtain
: ψ¯ψ : =
τΛ
piγ
cos2
√
piφ(τ,x) ,
(3.10)
: ψ¯γ5ψ : = i
τΛ
piγ
sin2
√
piφ(τ,x) .
Again, it is the extra factors involving the conformal time τ that differentiate this correspondence
from the one in flat space and it is these terms that will be responsible for breaking de Sitter
symmetry for interacting theories.
We now turn to current operators. First we note that the Noether current and axial current
obtained from (3.3) are
jµ =
1
τ
: ψ¯γµψ : ,
(3.11)
j5µ =
1
τ
: ψ¯γµγ5ψ : .
This time the extra factors involving τ cancel and the correspondence is as in flat space.
jµ(τ,x) =
εµν√
pi
∂ νφ(τ,x) ;
(3.12)
j5µ(τ,x) =
1√
pi
∂µφ(τ,x) .
3.3 Interacting Theories – Correspondence
We shall look at a class of two dimensional theories that, in one language, bose or fermi,
have non-trivial interactions, while in the other language are free field theories. These are: (i) the
Thirring Model, (ii) massless fermion QED and (iii) a sine-Gordon interaction.
3.4 Massless Thirring model↔ Free massive boson
The action for a fermion with a current-current interaction, Thirring model, on a de Sitter space
is
SThirring =
∫
dτdx
[ i
2τ
(ψ¯γ0∂0ψ−∂0ψ¯γ0ψ− ψ¯γ1∂1ψ+∂1ψ¯γ1ψ)− g2( j0 j0− jx jx
]
, (3.13)
which, using (3.12), is equivalent to a free mass-less bose action with the fermi field–bose field
identification (3.7) rescaled to
ψ1,2 =
(
τΛ
piγ
)1/2
exp
{
−i√pi
∫ x
−∞
dyey/R [∂0φ/β ±β∂yφ ]
}
, (3.14)
and β = (1+g/
√
pi). De Sitter symmetry holds in both formulations.
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3.4.1 Massless QED
With the photon field in the A1 = 0 gauge, the fermi action is
SQED =
∫
dτdx
[
i
2τ
(ψ¯γ0∂0ψ−∂0ψ¯γ0ψ− ψ¯γ1∂1ψ+∂1ψ¯γ1ψ)− e j0A0+ τ
2
2
(∂1A0)2
]
.
(3.15)
Solving the equation of motion for A0 an using (3.12) results in a scalar field action as in (3.2) with
m2b = e
2/pi . Again, the de Sitter symmetry is valid in both formulations.
3.4.2 Sine-Gordon Interaction
We consider a cosβφ interaction with a special value for β , namely β = 2
√
pi .
Ssine−Gordon =
1
2
∫
dτdx
[
∂0φ∂0φ −∂1φ∂1φ − gτ2 cos
(
2
√
piφ
)]
. (3.16)
Eq. (3.10) allows us to identify the above with S 1
2
of ( 3.3) with m f = gpiγ/(τΛ) . This explicit
1/τ behavior of the fermion mass breaks de Sitter symmetry. Below we shall look at this case in
greater detail.
In the fermionic language the action is
Sτ−dep−mass
∫
dτdx
i
τ
(
ψ¯γ0∂0ψ− ψ¯γ1∂1ψ+ 12τ ψ¯γ0ψ
)
−M ψ¯ψ
τ3
(3.17)
with M related to the strength of the sine-Gordon interaction. The vacuum to vacuum amplitude is
〈0,out|0, in〉= exptr ln(iγµ∂µ −M/τ3) ; (3.18)
to evaluate the above we need the eigenvalues of the Dirac operator, with a non constant mass
term γµ∂µ −M/τ3. If ψ is an eigenfunction of this operator then γ5ψ is an eigenfunction of
−γµ∂µ −M/τ3 with the same eigenvalue and we may replace (3.18) with
〈0,out|0, in〉= exp 1
2
tr ln
(
iγµ∂µ −M/τ3
)(−iγµ∂µ −M/τ3) , (3.19)
which requires us to look at the eigenvalues of
(
iγµ∂µ −M/τ3
)(−iγµ∂µ −M/τ3)= ∂ 2+M2/τ6+
3iγ0M/τ4 . After rotating to Euclidian time, τ → itE we want to determine the reality properties of
the eigenvalue of the operator (with eikx spatial dependence and diagonal γ0);
−∂ 2tE + k2−M2/t6E±3iM/t4E) . (3.20)
Aside from the explicit imaginary terms, the real part of the above operator is just a one dimensional
Schrödinger equation with an 1/r6 attractive potential resulting in an infinite number of negative
eigenvalues whose logarithms have imaginary parts. The trace in (3.18), after rotating to Euclidian
time, introduces an other factor of i resulting in an infinite sum of real contributions to the exponent
in (3.18) and a vanishing 〈0,out|0, in〉 amplitude.
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4. Anomalies
The discussion in the previous section is not totally satisfactory for two reasons. It is limited
to (1+1) dimensions and one should be able to discover the breaking of de Sitter symmetry directly
in the boson sector, without recourse to a boson-fermion equivalence. We shall remedy both in this
section.
Earlier we showed that the validity of eq. (2.6) determines the conservation of currents gener-
ating de Sitter transformations. We shall examine whether in a theory of an interacting scalar field,
φ(τ,~x) governed by the action
S =
∫
dτddxτ−D
[
τ2
2
∂ µφφ∂µφ −V (φ)
]
, (4.1)
this condition is satisfied when quantum loop corrections are included. Details of calculations will
be presented for the case where
V (φ) =
m2
2
φ 2+
g
4!
φ 4 (4.2)
and then generalized to arbitrary V (φ). Using equations of motion obtained from (4.1) it is straight
forward to show that the corresponding energy-momentum tensor
Θµν = τ2−D∂µφ∂νφ −ηµν
[
τ2−D
1
2
∂αφ∂αφ − τ−DV (φ)
]
(4.3)
does satisfy (2.6). We shall show, however, that to order g the regularized one loop correction does
not satisfy this relation. This will be true for the propagator advocated in [7, 8] as well as all other
α-vacua propagators save the Euclidian one. Explicitly, the propagator we shall use is
Dm(x1,x2) =C(1− z212)−(D−2)/4Q(D−2)/2− 12+iν(m)(z12) ; (4.4)
with Yi the coordinates in the embedding space corresponding to the point xi in the de Sitter space,
zi j =Yi ·Yj. Q is an associated Legendre function of the second kind and ν(m)=
√
m2− (D−1)2/4;
the constant C depends only on the dimension of the de Sitter space and is chosen to insure a correct
residue at z12 = 1, corresponding to Y1 = Y2. In addition to the “ultraviolet" singularity at Y1 = Y2
(4.4) has an “infrared", singularity at z12 =−1, namely Y2 =−Y1 or x2 = x¯1, the point antipodal to
x1 [11]. It is this singularity that will be responsible for the non-conservation of de Sitter currents.
To determine the conservation, or lack thereof, we shall study the matrix element
Tµν(x;y1,y2) = 〈T [Θµν(x)φ(y1)φ(y2)]〉 , (4.5)
where the symbol T in the matrix element above indicates the conformal time, τ , ordered product.
To zeroth order in g we find
Tµν(x;y1,y2) =
[
τ2−D∂µDm(x,y1)∂νDm(x,y2)+(y1↔ y2)
]
− ηµν
[
τ2−Dηαβ∂αDm(x,y1)∂βDm(x,y2)− τ−Dm2Dm(x,y1)Dm(x,y2)
]
, (4.6)
where τ is the time associated with the x coordinate. Up to terms involving equal time commu-
tators, [Θ0ν(τ,~x),φ(τ,~yi)] coming from differentiating the time ordering, Tµν(x;y1,y2) satisfies an
equation analogous to (2.6).
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Figure 1: Lowest order loop correction to Tµν(x;y1,y2).
Aside from mass renormalizations, to order g the correction to Tµν(x;y1,y2) is given by Fig. 1,
resulting in
δTµν(x;y1,y2) = g
∫
d5zδ (z2+1){τ2−D∂µDm(x,z)∂νDm(x,z)
− ηµν
2
[τ2−Dηαβ∂αDm(x,z)∂βDm(x,z)− τ−Dm2Dm(x,z)2]}Dm(z,y1)Dm(z,y2) .
(4.7)
For the de Sitter currents to be conserved we require that
∆(x;y1,y2) = τηµν∂µδT0ν(x;y1,y2)−ηµνδTµν(x;y1,y2) = 0 . (4.8)
The validity of∫
d5zδ (z2+1){τ2−D∂ µ∂µD(x,z)∂νD(x,z)τ−Dm2∂νD(x,z)2]}D(z,y1)D(z,y2) = 0 , (4.9)
which follows from the equations of motion, would insure (4.8) Although this relation is formally
satisfied it involves products of functions singular, both, at z = x and at z = x¯; thus before we
conclude anything the integral in (4.8) must be regulated. As the singularity at z = x is a short
distance one, the curvature of the underlying space does not come into play and it is removed
by the usual ultraviolet renormalization. The singularity at z = x¯ is new and requires its own
regularization.
As the residue of the pole at z12 =−1 in (4.4) does depend on the mass [19], the regularization
we use consists of subtracting from (4.7) an expression in with all propagators Dm(x,z) = (1−
z212)
−(D−2)/4Q(D−2)/2− 12+iν(m)
(z12) replaced by
DM(x,z) = [cos(iν(m)+(D−2)/2)/cos(iν(M)+(D−2)/2] (1− z212)−(D−2)/4Q(D−2)/2− 12+iν(M)(z12)
(the prefactor involving the cosines makes the residues at z = −1 in Dm and DM equal) and at the
end letting M→ ∞. The substitution, m→M is performed only in the propagators and not in the
m that appears explicitly in (4.7). The formal manipulations may now be carried out resulting in
∆(x;y1,y2) =
∫
d5zδ (z2+1)τ1−D(M2−m2)DM(x,z)2Dm(z,y1)Dm(z,y2) . (4.10)
The conservation of the de Sitter currents depends on whether ∆→ 0 as M→ ∞. To perform the
indicated integration we follow the procedure of [8]. We shall show that in the large M limit the
integrand will be peaked at z = x¯ and we can replace the propagators Dm(z,yi) by Dm(x¯,yi). As the
resultant integral is invariant under Lorentz transformations in the imbedding space, we may set
x = (0,1,0, · · · ,0) and as DM(x,z) = DM(x · z− iε) (the dot product being taken in the imbedding
space) (4.10) becomes (after integrating over z2, · · · ,zD)
∆(x; ,y1,y2)∼M2
∫
dz0dz1(z20− z21+1)(D−3)/2+ DM(z1− iε)2Dm(x¯,y1)Dm(x¯,y2) ; (4.11)
9
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the + subscript in (· · ·)+ denotes that further integrations are to be restricted to the region where
the expression inside the parenthesis is positive. The z0 integration is divergent and depends on the
large z0 cut-off; however, as pointed out in [8], due to analiticity of the propagator in the lower half
plane the coefficient of this cut-off is zero. The result of this integration is
∆(x; ,y1,y2) ∼ M2
∫ 1
−1
dz1

−2ipiε(z1) ln(z21−1) D = 2
2(1− iε(z1))
√
(z21−1 D = 3
2(z21−1) ln(z21−1) D = 4

× DM(z1− iε)2Dm(x¯,y1)Dm(x¯,y2) . (4.12)
Relying on the analiticity of the propagators in the lower half plane, we find that when the integra-
tion over z1 extended over the whole real line the result is zero. Taking the cut of the logarithms
and the square root in (4.12) to be in the interval −1 < z1 < 1 we obtain the result as an integration
only over the range −1 < z1 < 1.
∆(x; ,y1,y2) ∼ M2
∫ 1
−1
dz1

−2ipiε(z1) D = 2
2(1− iε(z1))
√
(1− z21 D = 3
2ipiε(z1)(z21−1) D = 4

× DM(z1− iε)2Dm(x¯,y1)Dm(x¯,y2) . (4.13)
Using explicitly the propagator in (4.4), DM(z) = (1− z2)−(D−2)/4Q(D−2)/2− 12+iν(M)(z− iε) we are
asked to look at the large M limit of [cos(iν(M)+(d−2)/2]DM(z− iε)2. From [19] we find
cos[iν(M)+(D−2)/2]−1DM(z)→
√
pi
2
e−MpiM(D−3)/2
[
z+(z2−1) 12 ]iν(M)+ 12
(z2−1) 14
]
; (4.14)
with all z’s having a small negative imaginary part. At z = −1 this limit is infinite while for all
z>−1 it is zero, justifying our earlier replacement in Dm(z,yi) of z by x¯. The integral of the square
of (4.14) multiplied by the dimension dependent factors in (4.13) behaves as M−2 resulting in
∆(x; ,y1,y2)∼ Dm(x¯,y1)Dm(x¯,y2) , (4.15)
or, going back to eqs. (2.5a–2.5d)
ηµν∂µS
(·,i)
ν (x)∼
(
τ
∂
∂τ
+ xi
∂
∂xi
)
gφ(x¯)2 . (4.16)
This can be generalized to any interaction of scalar fields as, eq.(4.1),
ηµν∂µS
(·,·)
ν (x)∼
(
τ
∂
∂τ
+ xi
∂
∂xi
)
∂ 2
∂φ 2
V (φ(x¯) . (4.17)
As the propagator for the Euclidian vacuum has no antipodal singularity, these anomalies do not
apply for that case.
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5. Summary
Several questions remain unanswered. The technical ones are:
(i) Are these results dependent on the infrared regularization scheme?
(ii) How do higher order corrections affect these results?
(iii) Do interacting fermions induce a similar anomaly? The results in [9] would indicate that the
answer is no. This is not surprising as spin-0 fields are more pathological in the infrared than
spin- 12 ones.
A more fundamental question is: is the propagator in [7] the one to use in perturbative calculations
on this positive curvature space or does the result presented here serve as another nail in the coffin
of the α-vacua [5][20]?
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